
1. abstract Existing in thought or as an idea but not

having a physical or concrete existence.

2. accordingly because of the reason that is given; it

fits...along the same line

3. account a statement or exposition of reasons, causes,

or motives

4. acquire To get or gain by one's effort

5. analyze Examine methodically and in detail the

constitution or structure of (something, esp.

information), typically for purposes of

explanation and interpretation.

6. articulate (v.) To pronounce distinctly; to express well in

words; to fit together into a system; (adj.)

able to use language effectively; expressed

clearly and forcefully

7. calculate Find a numerical answer showing the relevant

stages in the working (unless instructed not

to do so).

8. clarify to make clear or easier to understand

9. coherance all the components of the piece are arranged

in unity of purpose and meaning.

10. compile Assemble; gather; accumulate

11. concrete real, tangible

12. consequently as a consequence of what happened

13. content the topics or matters contained in a written

work

14. context 1. The parts before or after a word or

statement that influence its meaning

15. deliberate 1. slow (a); 2. to think over (v); 3. on purpose

(a)

16. demonstrate Prove or make clear by reasoning or

evidence, illustrating with examples or

practical application.

17. emphasize To give special attention to something, to

stress

18. essential (adj) of the utmost importance : basic,

indispensable, necessary

19. establish to cause (someone or something) to be

widely known and accepted

20. evaluate Examine and judge carefully.

21. eventually After a long time, in the end, finally

22. excessive Exceeding the usual, proper, or normal

23. extend to become longer or to be able to become

longer or to continue in a specified direction

or over a specified distance, space, or time

24. furthermore in addition; giving more information

25. indicate To point out

26. infer A conclusion one can draw from the

presented details.

27. interpret An opinion or the way a person looks at the

world; should be based on facts and

evidence.

28. interpretation A judgement based upon a collection of

evidence

29. justify Give valid reasons or evidence to support

an answer or conclusion.

30. meaningful (adj) full of meaning; having significance

31. merit (adj.) worthy, deserving recognition and

praise

32. moreover Besides; in addition to what was just stated

33. mutualism A relationship between two species in

which both species benefit

34. nevertheless Examine and judge carefully., However

35. nonessential unimportant, or can be synthesized by the

body

36. obtain come into possession of

37. oppose (v.) to act or speak out against, resist,

object to; to be in direct contrast with

38. previous Earlier; happening before

39. prior occurring before

40. qualify (v.) to be or become fit for something; to

limit or narrow the meaning of

41. respond to say or write something as an answer to a

question or request

42. significant important and meaningful

43. simultaneously At the same time; concurrently; together

44. subsequently later; afterward; next

45. substantiate (v.) to establish by evidence, prove; to give

concrete or substantial form to

46. symbiosis A close relationship between two species

that benefits at least one of the species.

47. therefore as a consequence

48. validate make valid or confirm the validity of

49. verify (v.) to establish the truth or accuracy of,

confirm

50. whereas While on the contrary, considering that
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